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PURSUITS

As winter extends her chilly grip on
Europe and North America, it can be
hard to resist the urge to simply curl
up by a roaring fire with a glass of
mulled wine until the spring.
However, embrace the cold and
you’ll reap the rich rewards of
exhilarating adventures enjoyed in
crisp, monochrome landscapes. We’re

not just talking about skiing: winter
pursuits range from snowshoeing
and tobogganing to snowmobiling
and horse-drawn sleigh rides through
enchanted forests. Winter is a time to
create memories: kisses snatched on
a chairlift amid swirling snow
sparkles, the rosy-cheeked grin of
your little angels as they nail their first

ski run, and their shrieks of delight as
they spot a real, live reindeer.
Messing about in the snow also
builds up a healthy appetite, which is
a good thing with all that molten
cheese to get through. But while
a tartiflette or three is obligatory,
there’s more to contemporary
mountain cuisine than cheese and

spuds. We salute your mission to sample
the work of the world’s best mountain
chefs but also encourage you to learn
some of their tricks, with our pick of
restaurants with cookery classes.
People have turned to the pristine air
and thermal waters of Alpine towns for
recuperative cures for centuries, so
above all, simply enjoy yourself.
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CLOCKWISE
FROM THIS IMAGE:
SCULPTURE AT
CHEVAL BLANC;
THERMAL WATERS
AT ADLER DOLOMITI
SPA & SPORT
RESORT; SKINCARE
AT GRAND RESORT
BAD RAGAZ

La dolce vita
Simply standing on the balcony of
your fragrant cedarwood room,
encircled by the granite spires of
the Dolomites and breathing in
crisp mountain air is the perfect
antidote to stress. Add to that herbal
steam rooms, saunas, crystal pools,
hay baths and whirlpools, over
two acres of private parkland plus
bespoke beauty products crafted
from South Tyrolean flowers, herbs
and minerals, and you have the
Adler Dolomiti Spa & Sport Resort.
Run by the Sanoner family since
1810, this Alpine sanctuary is holistic
wellbeing at its best. From £1,475pp
for a week’s b&b, including flights
and transfers (+44 20 7371 9111;
momentumski.com).

Anti-aging après
Nestled among the snow-laden
pine trees of Courchevel’s exclusive
Jardin Alpin (Alpine Garden), the
36-room Cheval Blanc defines
winter luxury. Guests step off
the slopes into the Guerlain spa for
treatments inspired by the
mountains, like the skin-plumping
After-Snow ritual and restorative
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Winter
wellness
After-Ski ritual – bliss for ski bootpummelled feet. Go for a Guerlain
Cure, combining various treatments
enjoyed over several days, including
the anti-ageing and slimming
Cheval Blanc Metamorphosis
Treatment, Cryo 21 and
Endermolift. Double rooms
from €1,640 per night, half board
(+33 4 79 00 50 50; courchevel.
chevalblanc.com).

Healing Heidi

Ski, spa & sun

Switzerland’s Grand Resort Bad Ragaz
is the medi-spa mothership, with
cutting-edge medical techniques,
holistic wellness and pampering. A
crack squad of specialists administers
everything from anti-aging surgery
and corrective dentistry to detoxes
and energy renewal programmes.
Recuperate in plush rooms
overlooking snow-capped mountains
and take a dip in the thermal waters,
fêted for their healing qualities for
over 800 years. From £1,485pp for
seven nights’ b&b, including flights,
transfers, thermal spa access, daily
fitness and relaxation classes (+44 20
7843 3592; healingholidays.co.uk).

Set on Andorra’s Grandvalira, Sport
Hotel Hermitage & Spa combines
sun-drenched skiing, Michelinstarred food and a spa. Spanning
five floors, each overlooking the
mountains, the spa features glass
hot tubs dangling outside above the
snow, pine-scented steam rooms
and a triple-height swimming pool
with hydrotherapy jets – perfect
for post-ski legs. Treatments come
courtesy of Valmont; the Soin ICCT
Lift Intense restores ski bunny youth
and softness. From £1,303pp for
seven nights’ half board, including
flights and transfers (+44 20 8939
0726; crystalski.co.uk).
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Families go to Iceland
Set in northern Iceland’s Troll
Peninsula, where snowy cliffs fall
into the Arctic Ocean, Deplar Farm
is the ultimate winter escape. A
former sheep farm, Deplar was
converted by Eleven Experience
with families in mind so there’s a
spa, indoor and outdoor swimming
pools, hot tubs, a sauna and wine
cellar as well as a private cinema,
games room and stash of toys from
snowshoes to Wii. Grown-up toys
include snowmobiles, heli-skiing
and heli-fishing, all enjoyed with
Eleven Experience’s team of
professional guides. From $21,000
per night for up to 24 guests, full
board, including guided activities
other than heli-skiing (+44 20 8102
9800; elevenexperience.com).

Families that ski
together, stay together
Snowmass is where A-listers from
neighbouring Aspen bring their
kids for acres of gentle, speedcontrolled pistes. It’s also home
to the acclaimed Treehouse Kids’
Adventure Center, snow tubing,
dog-sled rides, snowbiking and ice
skating. Best of all? Every Friday,
families ride the gondola to Elk
Camp restaurant for Ullr Nights,
which combine dinner with outdoor
games, live music and s’mores & hot
chocolate by the bonfire. From
£3,349pp for a family of four for
seven nights in a two-bedroom
suite at the Viceroy, including
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1 . KI DS’ TI PI M ITTENS , H ER M ÈS , £ 325 ,
HER M ÈS.CO M 2 . K I DS ’ STARDUST
SWEATER I N NAVY, PER FECT MO M ENT ,
£ 125 , PER FECTMOM ENT . CO M
3 . SCAR F, JO HNSTO NS O F ELGI N , £ 99 ,
JO HNSTO NSCASH M ER E . CO M
4 . MUJI K B O OTS , ASH , £ 169 ,
ASHFO OTWEAR . CO . UK 5 . QUEEN I E
JACKET, PER FECT MO M ENT , £ 260 ,
MATCHESFASHION . CO M

Family
winter
flights and transfers (+44 131 243
8097; ski-i.com)

CLOCKWISE
FROM TOP LEFT:
DEPLAR FARM,
ICELAND; KIDS
RELAXING AT
GRAND SUMMIT
CANYONS
RESORT; PLAYING
IN THE SNOW AT
SNOWMASS; ELK
CAMP, SNOWMASS

Water baby bliss
With the recent launch of
Aquamotion, Courchevel welcomed
Europe’s largest mountain water
park, comprising 11 indoor and
outdoor pools, water slides, diving,
surfing, climbing and a fabulous
spa. Make the lavish Chalet Razzie,

in sought-after 1850, your winter
home and your chauffeur will drop
the kids at Aquamotion after a day’s
private tuition, leaving you free to
sip champagne in the hot tub.
From €17,000 for seven nights’
accommodation for 10 guests,
excluding catering (+33 6 62
99 80 29; courchevelprestige
chalets.com).

Big is beautiful
Together, Utah’s newly combined
Park City Mountain Resort and
Canyons Resort comprise the largest
ski area in the US: 17 mountains,
14 bowls and over 300 pistes.

With gentle ski terrain, funloving instructors and eight
fantastic terrain parks, it’s also
family ski heaven. Stay at the
Grand Summit Hotel for the full
family whammy; there are pools,
games rooms and a ski-in/ski-out
ski school. Thanks to new direct
London to Salt Lake City flights
and a 40-minute transfer, even
the journey is now a doddle.
From £6,500 for a family of four
for 10 nights’ b&b, including
flights and transfers. Book by
30 November 2016 for the
30% saving (+44 1273 224060;
skisafari.com).
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Defining luxury
First world problem: catered
chalets deliver luxury and privacy
but you crave total independence
and flexible dining. Solution: selfcatered Alpine Apartments from
ultra-luxury chalet specialist
Consensio. New this winter, the
chic Étoile Filante in Val d’Isère
sleeps nine and comes complete
with Consensio’s concierge service,
champagne reception on arrival and
daily housekeeping. Should you
want food bought and delivered to
you, require a chef or a nanny,
Consensio will sort it all out. For
maximum independence and
convenience, hire a car from AVIS
so you can nip to nearby Sainte Foy
for a change of ski scene, dinner in
Le Miroir or shopping at the Arpin
warehouse en-route from Geneva.
From €6,000/£5,070 per week,
self-catered (+44 203 318 8375;
consensioalpineapartments.co.uk);
from £235 per week car rental
(+44 808 284 0014; avis.com).

Family
winter II
Crown of the moon
At the heart of Les Arcs, the ski-in/
ski-out Arc 2000 is better than
ever thanks to the new Mille8. The
entertainment centre cleverly
combines nursery slopes, a
freestyle area, night skiing and
tobogganing with an indoor
aquatic centre, spa, golf simulator,
children’s learning area and
restaurant. Also new is the luxe

CLOCKWISE FROM
TOP LEFT: LES
ARCS; LA PLETA;
ALPINRESORT
SPORT & SPA;
GROUP SKIERS AT
ALPINRESORT;
TAJ-I MAH HOTEL

Taj-I Mah Hotel, which looks
after little ones with a dedicated
playroom, menus, babysitting and
‘baby packs’– baby bath, sleeping
bag, cot, and bottle warmer – and
cares for grown-ups with Michelinstarred cuisine and a spa. From
£4,882 for a family of four for
seven nights’ half board, including
flights and transfers (+44 20
8939 0726; crystalski.co.uk).

Austria’s best-kept secret

Fit for a king’s family

Saalbach Hinterglemm flies under
the radar of many British skiers
despite offering abundant nursery
slopes and intermediate pistes as
well as tobogganing, horse-drawn
sleigh rides and snowshoeing. Stay
at Alpinresort Sport & Spa with
Inghams and you’ll get free ski
equipment for one child (up to six
years old) when you pre-book ski
school, and free ski school for one
child (up to nine years old) when two
adults book lessons. From £3,366 for
a family of four for seven nights’ full
board, including flights and transfers
(+44 1483 791114; inghams.co.uk).

Baqueira Beret is truly fit for a king.
The Spanish monarch has skied here
with his family for decades; testament
to the resort’s flattering skiing, cosy
mountain restaurants and lively tapas
bars. Other than the royal residence,
the best address in town is La Pleta
(frequented by the Beckhams no
less), where you’ll find something
for all the family: supervised childcare,
a spa with products crafted from
local herbs and flowers, a cigar bar
and five restaurants. From £4,800 for
a family of four for seven nights’ b&b,
including flights and private transfers
(+44 20 8682 5050; scottdunn.com).
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1 . MOUNTAI N M IS SIO N GO GGLES , PER FECT
MO M ENT, £ 10 0 , MATCH ESFASH IO N . CO M
2 . PBI CAM P HO O DY, CANADA GO OSE , £ 530 ,
CANADAGO OSE.COM 3. ‘ CARA ’ BAG I N
B O RDEAUX V ELV ET , JI M MY CHO O , £ 950 ,
JI M MYCHO O .CO M 4 . W H ITE & SI LV ER PO M
POM SLIP-ON SNEAKERS, JOSHUA SANDERS,
£ 385 , AV ENUE32. CO M 5 . FR I NGE JUM PER ,
VANESSA BRUNO, £ 560 , AV ENUE 32. CO M

CLOCKWISE
FROM MAIN:
SNOWMOBILE
SAFARI, NEAR
SAARISELKA;
FORAGED
DELICACIES;
LOBBY AT HOTEL
LILLA ROBERTS;
JÁVRI LODGE

Arctic
adventures

Land of cloudberries
& Northern Lights
Saariselka lies in the wilds of
Finnish Lapland, deep in the Arctic
Circle near Russia. A veritable
winter playground, reindeer
wander through pine forests laden
with snow, and ski enthusiasts
enjoy over 200km of well marked
cross-country trails. Winter means
husky safaris and snowmobile
expeditions for daredevils; ice
fishing and snowshoeing for
something more sedate. And
Saariselka rewards patience richly,
with displays of the Northern
Lights. Where better to enjoy Arctic

explorations than in a traditional
Lappish log cabin, which just
happens to be the original retreat
of former Finnish president Urho
Kekkonen? Testament to a national
identity that embraces peace and
purity of nature, Jávri Lodge, host
to countless world leaders, is now
a hotel for 18 cosseted guests. Set
in snow-cloaked woods on the
edge of Saariselka, Jávri Lodge
cocoons guests from the Arctic
winter. Locally foraged food, such
as whitefish from nearby Lake
Inari and cloudberry sorbet, is
paired with world wines and
guests soon learn to make like a
local, leaping into the snow
between stints in the sauna. Swap
snowshoes for fur boots to explore
Finland’s urban delights, making
the art deco Lilla Roberts hotel (in
the heart of Helsinki’s design
district) your base. Surprisingly
compact, Helsinki blends Nordic
cool with European confidence. It’s

a unique place where the grand
architecture of the Senate Square
is accentuated by its proximity to
the Baltic sea. Discover the city’s
proud maritime heritage on the
island fortress of Suomenlinna,
which affords Insta-perfect cityscape
views. Travel with Visit Finland
(visitfinland.com) and Finnair
(finnair.com). Jávri Lodge offers

four days’ full board, with activities
including cross-country skiing
and snowshoeing, from £1,900pp
based on two sharing ( javri.fi).
Finnair flies to Ivalo via Helsinki
from London, Manchester and
Edinburgh from £190 return. Stay
at Hotel Lilla Roberts from £180 per
night for a double room including
breakfast (lillaroberts.com).
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Culinary winter
Like father, like son
Swap ski boots for slippers, loosen
up your salopettes and prepare for
a gourmet Alpine feast when you
visit La Bouitte. Chef René Meilleur
and his son Maxime have won
three Michelin stars for their
innovative cuisine, served in the
rustic surroundings of a restored
18th-century farmhouse in the
hamlet of St Marcel. But don’t just
come for lunch: stay the night and
learn to recreate some Meilleur
magic during a cookery course with
the duo themselves. From £775pp
for three nights’ b&b, including
flights and transfers (+44 1993
899420; oxfordski.com).

Lunch like you mean it
Hunkered in dense forest above the
pretty town of Saas-Fee, the
Fletschhorn Restaurant has been
chef Markus Neff’s home for over

30 years. Neff’s culinary kingdom,
Michelin-starred for 22 years, is
regarded as one of Switzerland’s
best, serving regional produce,
mouth-watering Swiss cheeses and
exceptional wines. We love that
lunch is served from noon until
5pm and that Neff invites visitors
into his kitchen for informal
workshops. From CHF 1,980/
£1,545pp for three nights’ half
board, two cookery classes and
a wine tasting (+44 800 0825 1020;
relaischateaux.com).

restaurant, he’s also the founder of
the week-long Chef’s Cup – where
every January, 400 of the world’s
finest chefs cook, discuss culinary
trends, and showcase local produce
From £1,040pp for three nights’
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1 . TROUSERS, CANVAS BY LANDS ' END, £ 150 ,
LAN DSEN D. CO. UK 2. CASH MER E SHAWL
CO LLAR CARDIGAN, BRUNELLO CUCINELLI,
£1 ,69 0, BRUN ELLO CUCINELLI. CO M 3. MADISO N
QUI LTED JACKET, GANT , £ 27 5 , GANT . CO . UK
4. SUNGLASSES, SMITH , £ 165 , SMITH O PTICS .
COM 5. FI ELD BALMO RAL LEATH ER B O OT ,
HUNTER, £325, HUNTERB O OTS . CO M

Dolomighty chefs
Alta Badia, set amid the Dolomites
in the South Tyrol, is celebrated for
its ‘Dolomitici’: three home-grown
chefs with four Michelin stars
between them. Among the trio is
two Michelin-starred chef Norbert
Niederkofler. Head chef of Rosa
Alpina hotel’s St Hubertus

CLOCKWISE
FROM TOP:
LA BOUITTE;
SERVICE AT
LA BOUITE;
FAIRMONT
JASPER PARK
LODGE;
CULINARY
MASTERPIECES
AT ROSA ALPINA

half board at Rosa Alpina, including
flights and car hire (+44
20 7371 9111; momentumski.com).

Christmas comes
early in Jasper
Set in 700 acres of private grounds
within Canada’s magnificent Jasper

National Park, Fairmont Jasper
Park Lodge takes nature seriously.
And, having hosted two British
queens since its earliest beginnings
as a fur trade outpost in 1813, the
Lodge also takes hospitality
seriously, particularly come
Christmas. For nearly 30 years, the
Christmas in November event has
ushered in the festive season with
decadent meals prepared by
celebrity chefs, hands-on cookery
classes, wine tastings and home
decoration workshops. From
$1,049pp for three nights’ full
board (+44 808 101 7137;
fairmont.com).
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Alpine thrills
Set in Austria’s Ötztal valley, the
resort of Sölden holds winter thrills
for skiers of all abilities. A winning
combination of two glaciers and
some of Austria’s highest
mountains ensures reliable snow
coverage throughout the season,
while a state-of-the-art lift network
means queues are a rarity. Soak up
the panoramic views from the
summit of the Tiefenbach glacier,
whizz down the 15km-long top-tobottom run and feast on rösti in a
cosy mountain hut before enjoying
Sölden’s hearty après-ski scene.
The best address in Sölden is Das
Central: a contemporary five-star
hotel & spa in heart of town, which
fuses slick service with Alpine
charm. Award-winning cuisine

Winter skiing
ranges from cosy fondue evenings
to gourmet Alpine dining in the
Ötztaler Stube. The spa boasts
10 different saunas and steam
baths as well as dedicated wellness
specialists who customise
treatments to your needs; and
there’s a complimentary Wi-Fi
and a ski shuttle service from the
boot room to the ski lift stations –
guaranteed to keep youngsters
happy. Bond fans will recognise
Ice Q immediately: the striking
glass landmark, perched high
above Sölden at an altitude of
3,048 metres, provided one of the
most spectacular filming locations

for the latest Bond bonanza,
Spectre. A Summit Dinner at
Ice Q is the ultimate 007 dining
experience, beginning with
apéritifs in the cable-car station
and leading into a gourmet
Alpine menu served with
specially paired wines and
accompanied by uninterrupted
mountain views. Das Central
Hotel, Sölden, Austria
(+43 525 422 600; centralsoelden.com/en) has double
rooms from €167/£122 per
person, based on two sharing
with half board. Further
information at soelden.com

CLOCKWISE
FROM TOP: ICE Q
ABOVE SÖLDEN;
WORT HOTEL;
DAS CENTRAL
HOTEL

Ski the Wild West
Fresh from celebrating its 50th
birthday, Jackson Hole is the
epitome of aging disgracefully.
Battered ski-pole ‘chimes’ dangle
above the chair lifts (tap them
for good snow luck), the Mangy
Moose revels in rowdy, nachosinfused après, and the Silver
Dollar Bar (at the cosy Wort
Hotel) serves elk bratwurst dogs,
washed down with jalapeño
margaritas. Packed with extreme
skiers pitting themselves against
the rugged Grand Tetons and
bristling with historic saloons
and inns, we really hope we’ll be
this Wild-West cool at 50. From
£847 for two adults for seven
nights at the Wort Hotel, room
only (+44 800 917 9619;
preferredhotels.com).
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Winter skiing II
Seventh heaven
Zermatt, with its setting at the foot
of the Matterhorn, sun-blackened
timber chalets and horse-drawn
sleighs, is the quintessence of
Alpine charm. Yet it’s also home to
cutting-edge architecture and
design, of which the new 7 Heavens
development is a shining example.
Of the planned seven apartments,
three will open this winter
(chalets Aconcagua, Elbrus and
Kilimanjaro), each featuring five
bedrooms and a spa. Book one, or
all three, and share a gym, bar,
cigar lounge and concierge with
your fellow heavenly guests.
From CHF 34,370/£26,850 per
week for 12 guests, excluding food

& drink (+41 445 864 994;
hautemontagne.com).

Save & splurge
Nurturing the enduring love affair
between British skiers and Val
d’Isère, the resort has launched
several Brexit blues-busting
measures this winter. Brilliantly,
you can save €139 on your lift pass
simply by booking a week of
beginner lessons. Pennies duly
saved, splash out on Val’s hottest new
property, Chalet Calistoga. Sleeping
10 in capacious luxury, Calistoga
boasts all the trappings: a sleek spa,
indoor swimming pool, games room,
double-height living area with
panoramic views, private chef,

1 . SKI RT, CANVAS BY LAN DS ' EN D , £ 80 ,
LANDSEND.CO .UK 2. 10 0 K ALAGAN
LAM BNET, PR I NGLE O F SCOTLAN D ,
£ 1 ,695 , PR I NG LESCOTLAN D . CO M
3 . ETHEL LO NG - HAI R SH EAR LI NG JACK ET
I N EV ERG R EEN, MULBERRY, £ 1, 9 0 0 ,
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CLOCKWISE
FROM TOP:
ELBRUS CHALET,
ZERMATT;
CUISINE AT
CONSENSIO
CHALETS;
BEDROOM AT
HAUS HANNES
SCHNEIDER

bottomless Perrier-Jouët supply
and chauffeur to whisk you from
pillow to piste. From £19,500
per week for 10 guests,
including chalet catering and
drinks (+44 203 393 0833;
consensiochalets.co.uk).

Stuben: centre of the
universe?
The excitement in Stuben is
tangible – the sleepy Austrian
hamlet is set to become the
centre of the universe. Or, to non
locals, the (geographical) centre
of the Ski Arlberg area. Four new
lifts will launch this December,
effortlessly linking Stuben

with its famous neighbours
St Anton, Lech and Zürs.
It’s perfect timing for Stuben’s
newly restored Haus Hannes
Schneider – childhood home
of the celebrated ski
pioneer. The property has
been transformed into
a sophisticated yet homely
chalet, with antiques and
old photos of Schneider
juxtaposed with contemporary
art and designer furnishings.
From £2,868pp for seven
nights’ half board (£2,310pp
self-catered), including flights
and transfers (+44 1993
899420; oxfordski.com).
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